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DJ T Blisskin’s fascination with Techno music in the early
90’s led to his rise as an up-and-coming DJ in
underground circles. He honed his craft opening for
such acts as DJ Sven Väth and Thomas Schumacher. This
culminated in his breakthrough as a headliner DJ.
Known for his distinctive style derived from his roots
in the German scene, and his artful blending of tracks,
he quickly found a following worldwide in the late 90’s.
Performing gigs from his launch pad In Western Europe
all the way to South Africa., DJ T Blisskin’s unique
stylings had spread across continents.

Although he took a break from his passion in the early 00’s to
focus on his family and roofing business, he could never
shake his abiding love for his craft and drive to perform.
Since 2012 he has been meticulously seeking out and compiling
the best tracks to meld with his established style.

His renewed breakthrough did not take long. He stands
poised to set the contemporary scene completely on fire
with his unique blend of his new Techno style. Meanwhile he
receive bookings with stars of the Techno scene like Nicole
Moudaber, Stephan Bodzin, Chris Liebing, Karotte, Monika
Kruse, Ilario Alicante, Dubspeeka, Aka Aka and Pan Pot just to
name a few. His emotion and his passion for techno has
become even more intense since his long lasting creative
music break. It´s reflected in his new dj sets and his
unmistakable style to perform.

His own words explain this succinctly, 
“I just f*cking love Techno”
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